CMU Dept Theatre Arts Safety Protocol

Audio Operation

- The Audio Booth will have a maximum capacity of two students.
- Students will wear masks at all times.
- Actors who require mic tape will receive their own roll of mic tape for individual use only.
- Personal mics (handhelds, lavalieres, etc) will be assigned to individual actors and will not be shared.
- All wireless microphones and any attached cables and equipment will be sanitized after every rehearsal and performance.
- All wired microphones will be sanitized after each rehearsal or performance.
- Only assigned audio engineers and actors will touch audio equipment.
- Only the assigned audio engineer will touch the audio console.
- Only the assigned sound operator or video operator will touch the show control computer equipment, including keyboards and mice.
- The actor and engineer will install personal microphones in a designated six feet away from other people.
- Windscreens, pop filters, or other mic coverings will be disposed or washed after each rehearsal or performance.
- Sound Engineer must sanitize hands after installing or adjusting mic on each individual actor.